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Abstract. Searching for the right code snippet is cumbersome and not
a trivial task. Online platforms such as Github.com or searchcode.com
provide tools to search, but they are limited to publicly available and
internet-hosted code. However, during the development of research pro-
totypes or confidential tools, it is preferable to store source code locally.
Consequently, the use of external code search tools becomes impractical.
Here, we present Selma1: a local code search platform that enables term-
based and semantic retrieval of source code. Selma searches code and
comments, annotates undocumented code to enable term-based search
in natural language, and trains neural models for code retrieval.
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1 Introduction

Software development plays a key role in many aspects of modern life. In this
context, platforms like StackOverflow.com play a huge role in the daily work
of software developers and researchers. According to a recent survey2, at least
80% of them visit Stack Overflow a few times a week, 50% even daily. This fact
points to the importance of code search for software development. Especially,
when new developers join existing projects, they undergo a steep learning curve,
since internal code is often not as easily searchable as well-known libraries. In
order to enable the search in these internal projects, online tools can usually not
be applied since the project and its code need to be kept confidential.
Therefore, we present Selma, a semantic code search platform that runs within
a local environment. Semantic code search refers to the task of using natu-
ral language to formulate a query in order to search in documents written in
source code. At its core, it consists of two code retrieval models, one traditional
BM25 method and a Transformer-Encoder [14]. Transformer-Encoder models,
of which BERT [2] is the most prominent approach, have already demonstrated
great success in modeling natural languages and were therefore incorporated into
current retrieval systems (for a survey, see [15]). Apart from natural language,
Transformer-Encoders were also trained for source code understanding [7, 4, 5,

1 Code and Videos: https://anreu.github.io/selma
2 https://survey.stackoverflow.co/2022/
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11, 9]. Also, models using Transformer-Decoders for code were developed, for
which GitHub Co-Pilot3 is one example. These models are trained to generate
code given a prompt in natural language. We, however, want to rely on code
that is actually existent in the code base, and not on code that is only based
on some code snippets the model was trained on. In addition, a recent study
by Nguyen et al. [12] found that the generated code is written correctly in only
half of the evaluated cases. Therefore, we decided to combine CodeBERT [4], a
Transformer-Encoder trained for source code understanding instead of genera-
tion, with ColBERT [8] to enable fast retrieval times.
Selma also includes code expansion, where documentation is generated for un-
documented code snippets to enable natural language queries also for BM25.
Different configurations of retrieval mechanisms and indexes can be applied de-
pending on the code base and hardware setup. A preview of the platform can be
seen in Fig. 1. In the following, we will present a walk-through of the system from
the perspective of a user and provide an overview of the different components
Selma is built of.

Fig. 1: Screenshot of Selma. Fig. 2: Code expansion.

2 System Overview

In this section, we present the main features of Selma. Fig. 1 and 3 show screen-
shots of our platform.
The system first needs to be set up for a new code base. During the set up pro-
cess, a Git repository URL is entered, which will then be cloned automatically
( 1 ). The user who sets up the system - usually an administrator - can decide
which of the two retrieval methods are used to build the index: the term-based
BM25 and the Transformer-Encoder-based CodeColBERT. The BM25 index is
built using the code snippet and its documentation as an index-able document,
while CodeColBERT is applied directly on the code snippets. Due to CodeCol-
BERT’s high code understanding capabilities, this index delivers the best results.

3 https://github.com/features/copilot
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Fig. 3: Result preview for the query “returns the average of an array of numbers”.

It requires, however, a GPU to run, which is why we also offer the BM25 index as
a second option. To provide semantic search even when using the BM25 index,
the administrator can choose to use Selma’s code expansion feature, which runs
two Transformer models that generate documentation. The system benefits from
the generated documentation since it expands the document by additional terms
that were originally not included in the documentation (see Fig. 2). Depending
on the chosen set up, in the background the BM25 index is constructed or the
CodeColBERT model is either trained or applied directly to compute and store
the index for the new repository. When adding a new repository, the administra-
tor can choose to add it to an existing index or to create the index from scratch.
When choosing an existing index, the settings of this index are applied to index
the new code snippets. After the index is built, the administrator selects an in-
dex ( 2 ) and a model ( 3 ). Now, the user of the system can enter a query in
natural language ( 4 ). They can also choose a query from the query bookmark
menu ( 5 ), which stores frequently executed queries. A screenshot of the results
page can be found in Fig. 3. For each result returned by the selected model, the
user can provide feedback on the relevance of the code snippet ( 6 ).

Pre-Processing After cloning a code repository, we use the tool Treesitter4 to
parse the code, split it into method level granularity and extract existing doc-
umentation. Tokenization is done by each method separately: For term-based
retrieval the internal tokenizer of PyTerrier is used. Each transformer-based
model uses its respective tokenizer.

Retrieval Methods As a base retrieval method, we employ BM25 as it is offered
as part of PyTerrier [10] with k1 = 1.2, k3 = 8, and b = 0.75. The code snip-
pets are concatenated with the documentation string to serve as documents.
We found that using the method name, the parameter names, and the returned
value as a representation for the code snippet works best. We chose ColBERT [8]
as our second retrieval method, because it combines the semantic modeling ca-
pacities of Transformer-Encoders with fast retrieval performance due to offline

4 https://tree-sitter.github.io/tree-sitter/
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indexing. This is achieved by passing each document through the Transformer-
Encoder and storing its embeddings. At query processing time, the query is also
passed through the encoder to compute the query embeddings, which are then
used to determine the relevance between query and each document embedding.
The documents with the highest relevance scores are returned by the system.
As a base model for ColBERT we employ CodeBERT that models English and
six programming languages [4]. We fine-tune the model for code retrieval us-
ing the CodeSearchNet Data Set [6], where the documentation comment, which
describes a function, serves as the query and the method body of a code snip-
pet serves as the document. Negative examples are sampled randomly from the
entire corpus. Our CodeColBERT model can be used directly to index new doc-
uments, but it can also be adapted by further training on examples from new
repositories. In addition, if the user provides positive and negative feedback for
retrieval results, these can also serve as training examples. For retrieval, we use
the PyTerrier bindings for ColBERT.

Code Expansion Since not all code is always documented perfectly, Selma can
automatically add documentation for undocumented code snippets. The idea is
inspired by Nogueria et al.’s Doc2Query [13] where a query is predicted for a
given document. The predicted query is then appended to the documents which
is then indexed. Our idea is similar: We generate documentation strings that
will be included when indexing code snippets. This way we bridge the language
mismatch between query and documents. For documentation generation, we in-
clude two models in the system: CodeTrans [3] and PLBART [1], which are
both based on the Transformer architecture [14] and are trained on several tasks
dealing with source code. We use the models fine-tuned on code summarization
translating from source code to English. We provide the method body to the
models, which then produce a documentation string. This string is concatenated
with the method body to serve as the expanded document in the index. Experi-
ments on the CodeSearchNet Challenge verified that BM25 with Code Expansion
is almost on par with CodeColBERT while executing queries ten times faster.

3 Conclusion

This work presented Selma, a semantic code search platform designed for local
use. Its unique features are: term-based and neural code search, Code Expansion
facilitated by Transformer models, and an integrated user feedback for both
evaluation and refinement. We provide an already fine-tuned model5 ready for
immediate application in code search tasks without the need for further training,
but it can also be adapted to the code that needs to be searched. This work was
supported through grant 01IS17044 Software Campus 2.0 (TU Dresden) by the
BMBF. Furthermore, the authors are grateful for the GWK support for funding
this project by providing computing time through the Center for Information
Services and HPC (ZIH) at TU Dresden.

5 https://huggingface.co/ddrg/codecolbert
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